Abstract-The continuous growth in connection speed allows huge amounts of data to be transferred through a network. An important issue in this context is network traffic analysis to profile communications and detect security threats. Association rule extraction is a widely used exploratory technique which has been exploited in different contexts (e.g., network traffic characterization). However, to discover (potentially relevant) knowledge a very low support threshold needs to be enforced hence generating a large number of unmanageable rules. To address this issue in network traffic analysis, an efficient technique to reduce traffic volume is needed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the continuous growth in network speed, terabytes of data may be transferred through a network every day. Thus, two major issues hamper network data capture and analysis: (i) A huge amount of data can be collected in a very short time (e.g., an Ethernet frame at 10Gbps is received in less than 70ns). (ii) It is hard to identify correlations and detect anomalies in real-time on such large network traffic traces. New efficient techniques able to deal with huge network traffic data need to be devised.
A significant effort has been devoted to the application of data mining techniques to network traffic analysis [6] . The application domains include studying correlations among data (e.g., association rule extraction for network traffic characterization [4], [11] or for router misconfiguration detection [14] ), extracting information for prediction (e.g., multilevel traffic classification [13] , Naive Bayes classification [16] ), grouping network data with similar properties (e.g., clustering algorithms for intrusion detection [18] , or for classification [7] , [9] , [21] , [15] ). While classification algorithms require previous knowledge of the application domain (e.g., a labeled traffic trace), association rule extraction does not. Hence, the latter is a widely used exploratory D. Apiletti, E. Baralis, T. Cerquitelli, v. D'Elia are with the Dipartimento di Automatica e Informatica, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy {daniele.apiletti, elena.baralis, tania.cerquitelli, vincenzo.delia}@polito.it technique to highlight hidden knowledge in network flows. The extraction process is driven by enforcing a minimum frequency (Le., support) constraint on the mined correlations. However to discover (potentially relevant) knowledge a very low support constraint has to be enforced hence generating a huge number of unmanageable rules [4] . To address this issue, a network digest representation for traffic data is needed. Continuous queries are an efficient technique to perform real-time aggregation and filtering, thus they can be exploited to effectively reduce traffic volume. A new approach jointly taking advantage of both continuous queries and association rules could efficiently perform network traffic analysis.
This leads to the proposed framework, called NED, which performs network traffic analysis by means of data mining techniques to characterize traffic data and detect anomalies. NED performs (i) On-line stream analysis to aggregate and filter network traffic, and (ii) refinement analysis to discover relationships among captured data. NED allows on-line stream analysis concurrently with data capture by means of user-defined continuous queries. This step reduces the amount of network data, thus obtaining meaningful network digests for pattern discovery. Furthermore, NED provides a refinement analysis to discover traffic features from network digests by means of association rule extraction. NED's final output is a set of association rules [12] which are able to characterize network traffic and to show correlation and recurrence of patterns among data. Preliminary experimental results performed on different network dumps showed the efficiency and effectiveness of the NED framework in characterizing traffic data and highlighting meaningful features.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of the NED framework. While Section III describes the network traffic stream analysis performed by means of continuous queries, Section IV presents the refinement analysis phase. In Section V experiments to validate the proposed framework are reported. Section VI draws conclusions and presents future developments of the proposed approach. (Le. , meaningless data for the current analysis is discarded) of network traffic. Their results can be stored on disk for several refinement analysis sessions. Eventually, meaningful knowledge is extracted in the refinement analysis session in the form of association rules, e.g. rules which represent correlations and implications among network traffic data. Figure 1 shows NED's main blocks: Data stream processing and refinement analysis. Captured traffic packets are the input stream of the continuous query block, whose objectives are (i) summarizing the traffic while preserving structural similarities among temporally contiguous packets and (ii) discarding meaningless traffic to reduce traffic volume. The output flows (Le., filtered and aggregated packet digests) can be saved into a permanent data store. The storage is required only when different refinement analysis sessions need to be performed. The refinement analysis is a two step process: (i) An optional data stream view block selects a suitable user-defined subset of flows to focus the following analysis on. (ii) Association rule extraction is performed either on the data stream view, which contains the selected flows, or on all the flows in the permanent data store. The aim of the refinement analysis is to discover interesting correlations, recurrent patterns and anomalies among traffic data. Association rule analysis is currently implemented, but the framework allows different analysis techniques to be easily integrated.
To describe NED we will use a running example, which will be validated on real datasets in Section V.
III. DATA STREAM PROCESSING
The data stream processing block of NED reduces the volume of traffic data by grouping similar packets and discarding irrelevant ones. Network traffic can be considered as a stream of structured data. Each packet is a record whose attributes are defined by network protocols. In our running example, the available attributes are source and destination IP addresses, source and destination TCP ports, the level 4 protocol (e.g., TCP, UDP) and the size of the packet. Since packets are captured as an unbounded stream, a conventional aggregation process would never terminate. To overcome this issue, continuous queries [3] are exploited and CQL (Continuous Query Language [2] ) is used. Queries are issued once and then logically run continuously over a sliding window of the original stream. Hence, the following parameters need to be defined: (i) Aggregation and filtering rules expressed in a subset of SQL instructions, (ii) a sliding window, whose length is expressed in seconds, which identifies the current set of data on which rules are applied, (iii) the step Step~length, which defines how often the window moves and the output is produced. In NED a record produced as output by the continuous query is a flow, which summarizes a group of similar and temporally contiguous packets, as shown in the following examples.
Example 1: Figure 2 (a) reports a toy packet capture to describe how the sample query works. The length of window length is 6 UOT (Units Of Time) and the output is produced every 2 UOT (Step == 2 UOT). Figure 2 (b) shows the output produced by the continuous query and how the window evolves. Some steps are not reported due to lack of space.
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Three types of continuous queries are implemented in NED (see Section III-A, III-B, and III-C for more details).
To improve CQL query readability, aggregation queries and filtering queries are decoupled (see Figure 3) . Aggregation is performed concurrently with data capturing, while filtering can be executed both on line and off line. The packet filtering is performed in the stream analysis block and discards meaningless packets from the aggregation, whereas flow filtering is performed in the data stream view block and discards undesired flows for the specific analysis purpose.
A. Query 1
The purpose of Query 1 is to reduce the volume of traffic data while preserving information about TCP flows, their participants, their size and their fragmentation. This query targets the extraction of the longest IP traffic flows. Once packets have been aggregated by source address and destination address, flows whose length is lower than a given threshold are discarded. The threshold is expressed as a percentage of the total traffic of the current window. Both filtering and aggregation considerably reduce the dataset size.
c. Query 3
This query targets the recognition of unconventional TCP traffic, which is usually exchanged on ports different from the well-known ones (Le., port number> 1024). Since this query targets all TCP flows in network traffic, it does not perform any data filtering, but simply aggregates by IP source address, TCP source port, IP destination address, and TCP destination port. It also computes the total size and the number of packets of the flow. Query 3 has two filtering stages. Firstly, only flows which do not have well-known ports as source and destination are kept. Secondly, the longest flows are selected. If these two filtering stages are both performed in the continuous query, the output flows are significantly reduced, but different analysis types become unfeasible. To avoid this limitation, filters may be applied in the data stream view block.
IV. REFINEMENT ANALYSIS
NED discovers interesting correlations and recurrent patterns in network traffic data by means of association rule mining, which is performed in the refinement analysis phase.
Let Traffic be a network traffic dataset whose generic record Flow is a set of Feature. Each Feature, also called item, is a couple (attribute, value). An attribute models a characteristic of the flow (e.g, source address, destination port). Such a Traffic dataset is available in the NED data store, Le., the input of the refinement analysis block.
Association rules identify collections of itemsets (Le., sets of Feature) that are statistically related (Le., frequent) in Since the complete dataset contains hundreds of flows, the support of the SYN-flooding rule may be too low to be relevant. To overcome this issue, the output of the previous continuous query may be appropriately filtered. Since we are interested in flows whose size is lower than a threshold x expressed in bytes, the following query may be exploited to create a data stream view. Given a support threshold s%, an itemset (i.e., a set of Feature) is said frequent if it appears in at least s% of flows.
Example 2: Consider the toy dataset in Fig. 2(a) (1)
The refinement analysis, performed on the results of the described data stream view, extracts a small number of association rules characterized by high support. These rules highlight more effectively any specific traffic behavior.
I V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A set of preliminary experiments have been performed by analyzing NED behavior on real datasets. We assessed (i) the number of extracted association rules and (ii) the interest of mined rules. 
A. Data stream view
The data stream view block allows to select a subset of the flows obtained as continuous query output. The following example, focusing on the SYN flooding attack, shows its usefulness.
Example 3: The SYN flooding attack occurs when a victim host receives more incomplete connection requests that it can handle. To make this attack more difficult to detect, the source host randomizes the source IP address of the packets used in the attack. An attempt of SYN flooding [10] can be recognized by mining rules in the form { victim-IP, victim-port} => size { s% support c% confidence where the left term is the victim fingerprint, while the right part is the size of the flow which is supposed to be very small. The frequency of this pattern is measured by means of support s and confidence c.
Suppose that, to reduce the amount of stored data, the network traffic has been aggregated with respect to address and port of both source and destination. For each flow the size is computed (e.g. packets differing in one of these features belong to different flows). This step is performed by running the following continuous query on the data stream.
Three real datasets have been obtained by performing different capture stages using the Analyzer traffic tool [17] on a backbone link of our campus network. We will refer to each dataset using the ID shown in Table I , where the number of packets and the size of each dataset is also reported.
Experiments target the execution of the queries discussed in Section III. They have been performed by considering three window lengths (60 s, 120 s, and 180 s) and two link speeds (10 Mbps and 100 Mbps). The value of the window window length f step
Step has been set to 2 . Due to lack 0 space, reported results refer to experiments performed with 100 Mbps link speed and 60 s window length. The ratio parameter of Queries 2 and 3 has been set to 0.1.
To avoid discarding packets, a proper buffer size has to be determined. The buffer must be able to store all possible flows in a time window, whose worst case value is the maximum number of captured packets (i.e., each packet belongs to a different flow). Thus, the buffer size has been set to the following number of flows.
. link speed * window length szze == -----------minimum size of a packet Frequent itemset extraction is based on the LCM v.2 algorithm [20] (FIMI'04 best implementation algorithm), while association rule generation is performed using Goethal's implementation of the Apriori algorithm [5] .
Experiments have been performed on a 2800 Mhz Pentium IV PC with 2 Gb main memory running Linux (kernel 2.7.81). All reported execution times are real times, including both system and user times. They have been obtained using the Linux time command as in [8] .
A. Query 1 Query 1 (Section III-A) aggregates packets with respect to source address, source port, destination address and destination port. Thus, it significantly reduces the data cardinality, while preserving general traffic features. Figure 4 (a) reports the number of extracted rules for each dataset considering different support and confidence thresholds. Since the three datasets have similar behavior, we focus on dataset A, where we observe that some 1-itemsets are highly frequent, such as (source -address: 130.192.a.b) and (destination-address: 130.192.a.b) 1 To further investigate the meaning of the rules, we consider the following examples. 
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Analyses performed on rules extracted from datasets B and C confirm the results obtained on dataset A. The traffic network features, inferred from the rules, highlight the same NAT routing and servers.
To identify patterns arising from long flows, another step of filtering is required. This issue, addressed by the second query, has been analyzed in the next section.
B. Query 2
The second query (Section III-B) selects the flows which generate an amount of traffic greater than a certain percentage of the total traffic in a window. The aim is to describe more accurately rules extracted by Query 1. Many extracted rules describe general network features such as NAT routing or main servers. Furthermore, this analysis assesses the pervasiveness of different services. Mined rules highlight the importance of several protocols like netrjs, systat and QMTP in the examined network. Some rules are worth further investigation. Many flows have source and destination ports> 1024. This fact may highlight unconventional traffic, such as peer-to-peer communications. Another filtering step is necessary to clearly identify involved hosts. This issue has been addressed by Query 3. c. Query 3 The third query (Section III-C) extracts long flows whose source and destination ports are beyond 1024.
Figure 4(c) shows the number of association rules extracted from the result of Query 3 applied to datasets A, B, and C. Because of the additional filtering step, the number of rules is significantly lower than the ones extracted by Query 1 and Query 2. Furthermore, these rules are even more specific than previous ones, as shown by the following example.
Example 6: Consider the following rule. The address 130.192.e.f is identified as having a remarkable amount of traffic toward remote hosts on port 4662. Since this is the default port for eDonkey2000 servers [19] of the ED2K peer to peer network, we can conclude that (i) the source host is exchanging data with the ED2K servers, and (ii) its amount of traffic on not well-known ports is mainly related to such peer to peer network.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
NED is a framework to efficiently perform network traffic analysis. NED provides techniques to perform data stream analysis and refinement analysis. The former reduces the amount of traffic data while the latter automatically extracts correlation and recurrence of patterns among traffic data.
Association rule extraction algorithms do not easily detect patterns nested in rare flows, even if they might be relevant. Hence future developments of the NED framework will explore generalized association rules. Generalized association rules could represent network traffic at a higher level of abstraction and could become a more powerful tool to efficiently extract hidden knowledge not captured by traditional approaches.
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